CAPSTONE PROJECT

The aim of the Data Science Capstone Project is to complement students’ knowledge of Data Science methods and technologies through the practice of its application to research problems in Data Science domains. It is intended to facilitate student learning by gaining experience working with real-world data and interacting with sponsoring Data Science sponsors and faculty researchers. This provides a pathway for students to develop a track record for applied Data Science and gain insights in potential future opportunities. In turn, sponsors benefit from the application of Data Science methods for problem solving and to develop relationships with students and faculty throughout the project.

KEY COMPONENTS

TIMELINE:
- June: Summary & Data Submission
- Aug: Student Project Selection
- Aug-Nov: Projects Underway
- Dec: Final Project Presentation/Report

SPONSOR COMMITMENT/ROI
- Designate Project
- Liaison & Mentor for Student Questions
- Domain Specific Input
- Brand Awareness for Your Company
- Increased Revenue/Analysis
- Data Driven Project Solutions

PROGRAM MEMBERSHIP COST:
- $3,000

CONTACT:
Dr. Nick Duffield
TAMIDS Director
duffieldng@tamu.edu